KABLOONA
twenty minutes that we have  sat  like  this?    There is no
telling.
I waited, and as I waited I found myself not only thinking
and feeling nothing, but actually without a mood, a state of
mind. To this point, at least, I had become an Eskimo. Like
them, like their dogs, I could no longer fret about time or
weather. Did it matter, after all, whether I slept here or some-
where else? What was one day among all the days of a lifetime?
As I crouched with these two on the iglerk one of them came
up out of the simulacrum of death, the seeming annihilation,
that is their slumber. The other awoke at the same moment.
They mumbled something, and then Peruanna took off his
caribou mitts, picked up his snow-knife, and, cautiously, like a
burglar piercing a safe, he cut out a small hole in the wall of the
igloo. A blast of snow blew in. The man started back slightly
and sat staring without a word. What he saw was not favour-
able, for after a moment he murmured a verdict, picked up a
lump of snow, and stopped up the hole. The igloo fell back into
torpor for a time impossible to measure.
It was five in the evening when they decided again to remove
the block from the entry, for the dogs had to be fed. Hardly had
the block been lifted away when the snow whirled in, filling the
air. They pulled the block across behind them, leaving me
alone inside. I sat listening, and I could hear them wake the
dogs with swift kicks, fling them their food, and swear as they
cut fresh snow-blocks and built a screen in front of the porch to
ward off what might come in the night. Hardly was their
rampart raised when the wind piled a great drift of snow against
it, and over that drift I heard the smack and whistle of the
angry air. They had re-set the sled-cover, but once again it was
loose and flapping. I jerked myself out of my lethargy and
began to brew tea against their return. They came in covered
with snow— this was only the second heavy fall of the season,
and there might not be another, so rare is a heavy snowfall in
the Arctic. Beating their outer coats, panting with the effort
and the cold, they stood in the centre of a cloud of snow that
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